FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION REPORT
ISSUE: CATV PROGRAMMING ORIGINATION
MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER
Adopted: June 24, 1970; Released July 1, 1970

1. We have before us a number of petitions for reconsideration of our First Report and Order herein, released October 27, 1969, which, in implementing the policies of the Commission, continued to permit CATV systems to originate programs, subject to certain conditions, if the potentials of cablecasting and, on our own motion, we believe that to undertake it will not advance the Commission's aims, but rather will retard their realization.... The petition urges that to origination, or "cablecasting" requirement, it is urged that to regulation system are undesirable. With respect to the origination, or "cablecasting" requirement, it is urged that to

ports the Commission's objective promoting multi-purpose CATV operation combining the carriage of broadcast signals, program origination, and cable programming. However, it urges that a compulsory origination requirement, limitations upon advertising and the possibility of a dual Federal-State regulatory system is undesirable. With respect to the origination, or "cablecasting" requirement, it is urged that to origination is no longer in doubt, and we believe that we
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